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Group Rules
This group relies on it's people being active in the group in order to
fulfill it's purpose to be a social group. Therefore users on this site who
have been inactive longer than 6 months, will be deleted.
This group will be a social orientated, not a sexual orientated group.
Therefore, we are open and welcome to people of all genders and
orientations. Sexual intercourse between human-pups and masters will
therefore be discouraged AT EVENTS. (What you do in your private home is
your business, and if something were to happen at an event, it wouldn't be
the end of the world, at the same time we don't want it to be the norm.)
This group will not a have an exclusive membership, necessarily; however
it will be invitation only.
This group will not have "colors" to start. This website contains graphics
and logos that have copyrights and trademarks that are owned by Myself
and my pup. Even if we eventually allow others to use, wear, or display
those logos, W/we will still own the trademarks and copyrights, and can if necessary - revoke an individual's right to use that image.
This group will be exclusive to human-puppies and their human companions
only. In order to preserve and protect the unique puppy energy we will not
allow people to break out into horsey (pony) or kitty, or any other humananimal.
This group will NOT be open to bio-canines and their human companions.
If you wish to leave this group, send me an email (you can use the "Contact
Us" page). If you know someone who wants to be a part of this group, send
me an email telling me who they are, and have them register on this site
and request to be a member by using the "Contact Us" link at the top of the
page.
Invitations to events will be done through this site. A mass e-mail will be
sent out notifying you of an upcoming event.
Because of the nature of this group, I will be asking people to volunteer
their private property to allow us a place to play. Do not share information
about a private place with the general public. Member only events that are
posted on this site will have driving instructions and a link to Google Maps,
but they will only be visible to official members of A-PAH and not the
general public who visits this site.
I will indicate in the email that I send out, whether the event host
welcomes guests or not. If you are allowed to bring guests, please bring
people you know, who will contribute to the energy and spirit of the puppy
group.
The host and/or the organizers of any social event taking place in a private
place reserve the right to ask anyone to leave. I also reserve the right to
delete anyone from this site, for any reason. Don't give me a reason.
(Please note, I am not a power-hungry exclusive person, and will not kick a
person out for no reason. If I have a reason, I have a good reason.)
The purpose of this group will be to explore the safe and consensual acts of
puppy play, and to learn and teach our fellow pups and trainers in a fun
and social climate. Destructive, non-safe, non-consensual behaviors will be
frowned upon, and will likely make you unwelcome at future events.
This group is called Arizona Pups & Handlers, abbreviated A-PAH and
pronounced "a paw."
Remaining a registered user on this site and participating in events implies
your consent to follow the rules of A-PAH as outlined above.

Host an Event!
Members,
I am looking for someone interested in hosting an event in early December. A-PAH seem
to be arranging events on a once per month basis, and I would like to continue that
trend as an absolute minimum. Due to the fact that O/our roommate works nights, and
sleeps days, in combination with the fact that W/we live in an apartment, means that
mohawk and I are very limited in our ability to host. For all intents and purposes, W/we
cannot.
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If you have the space, W/we strongly encourage you to volunteer to host an event. It
can be a social event, where people get together and talk about that we do, it can be a
play event where people get together and do what we do.
In the absence of formal gatherings at private residences, I would at least like to
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If you have the space, W/we strongly encourage you to volunteer to host an event. It
can be a social event, where people get together and talk about that we do, it can be a
play event where people get together and do what we do.
In the absence of formal gatherings at private residences, I would at least like to
encourage people to suggest walkies or gatherings in public places where we can
socialize and get to know each other.
Sir Kenneth
A-PAH Supreme God ... er, I mean,
A-PAH Owner.

The Puppy Manifesto by Nipper
The Puppy Manifesto
Copyright © 2004 by "nipper" . Permission
granted to archive if and only if no fee (including any form of "Adult
Verification") is charged to read the file. If anyone pays a cent to
anyone to read your site, you can't use this without the express
permission of the author. This paragraph must be included as part of
any archive.
Comments to nipper.dawg@gmail.com
--I
do not profess to be an expert on dog or puppy play, but a lot of
people have asked me to put paw to paper and comment or fill in on what
seems to be missing in the latest book on dog training. Quite a few
Sirs have sent their pups/boys to me for advice, so I must know
something.
It seems to me that the latest book has more to do with the
mechanics of puppy play, than to do with the psychological aspects of
play. The mechanics really are no different then than the care, of
feeding and training of a real dog. I found the book to be
disappointing.
I have what may seem to some very controversial views on pups to
some. These are all my own views, no one else's, and unless credit is
given to others, all original thinking. Pup play has nothing to do with
beasteality, its more about mindset and what is in ones heart.
The first things that I am asked usually are "How do I become a
pup", or "my Sir wants me to be a pup" or "I want to train a pup". My
response to the first of the two is usually why? (I dont question a
Sir). In my opinion there are several levels of pups/dogs/bottoms in
this area. The motto "every good boy deserves a dog" covers this area.
There is the boy, alpha dog, and pup. For now I'm going to discuss the
pup, as that is what I am and know best.
Being a true or natural pup is more than role-play for a few hours.
There is an entire personality that is very pup-like and is deeply
ingrained in the soul of a pup. Pups have big hearts. The problem with
this is that they can be loyal to a fault. Pups see all the goodness in
people, even when there may not be any to be seen by anyone else.
Unfortunately, this sets the pup up for the possibility to be in an
abusive relationship.
To the pup, there is nothing worse then being a stray. If you have
ever seen a stray dog on the street, you have seen the fear in their
eyes, their legs shaking, and the look of "please take me home, but I'm
afraid of you". Human pups have that in their hearts when un-collared.
In a bar they may seem flighty or hyperactive. The pup bounces around
in the bar, looks from afar, and doesn't quite know how to approach
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someone. This is not necessarily shyness, but fear of the unknown, or
of rejection. Just like a real stray, sometimes it is better for a Sir
to approach first, once the Sir gets the feeling the pup is interested.
I once had a Sir approach me at a bar, and started scratching my ear
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ever seen a stray dog on the street, you have seen the fear in their
eyes, their legs shaking, and the look of "please take me home, but I'm
afraid of you". Human pups have that in their hearts when un-collared.
In a bar they may seem flighty or hyperactive. The pup bounces around
in the bar, looks from afar, and doesn't quite know how to approach
someone. This is not necessarily shyness, but fear of the unknown, or
of rejection. Just like a real stray, sometimes it is better for a Sir
to approach first, once the Sir gets the feeling the pup is interested.
I once had a Sir approach me at a bar, and started scratching my ear
immediately. He caught me off guard, and I had never met the Sir
before. He said to me, "You're a stray pup I can tell, you don't know
what to do with yourself". Other pups don't have this problem, and I
don't know why.
I am writing from personal experience, and from talking to other
pups that say, "Yes, that is me too". I have noticed another category
of pup that jumps from collar to collar. Again I think this is fear of
being a stray. After the abusive relationship I was in, and rescued
from (thanks to my former Owner Reddy), I got very leery of people who
were too eager to collar me.
What does a collar do for a pup? A collar gives a pup a sense of
inner peace, and of belonging. Pups appreciate the hard work it takes
to be a Sir or Handler, and show appreciation whenever we can. A collar
gives a sense of pride and great inner strength. For some reason, which
I can't figure out, and don't really wish too, it gives me personally
great self-confidence and I feel very empty without one.
Pups want to please, just like a real dog. There is nothing more
heart breaking to a pup then to get scolded after he has made a mistake
or disobeyed. Sometimes we feel we did something terribly wrong, when
in fact it has been only a minor infraction. Pups are very good at
beating themselves up. Just like real dogs, a strong scolding will
usually put a pup in his place. It is very rare that you need to strike
a dog to punish him, and the same goes with a pup.
Pups get extreme satisfaction from serving and pleasing our Owners.
We have been wired or programmed someplace along our travels in life
that helping others makes us feel good inside, and it gives us
pleasure. Natural pups are never ever really out of pup mode. We are
protective of our Owners. We help strangers as much as we help friends.
We are polite. We will sometimes spontaneously bark without realizing
it. We tend to feel other people's pain and want to do everything we
can to help. This is another area to be watchful of. I have been taken
advantage of and emotionally overloaded, and it can happen to other
pups too. We want to make the world right, and need protection at times
from the world. It is very frustrating when we can't fix the world.
Unlike the velvet painting, we don't play poker well. We don't have
thumbs; but seriously, we wear our hearts on our sleeves. Our eyes
betray us and we are poor liars. Pups love honesty. We are a very
trusting breed and will put up with a lot. Once the trust is broken, it
never comes back.
When I'm asked to give advice on how to be a pup, my first response
is to learn how to listen with your eyes, not your ears. Dogs may
understand human language to some degree, but one thing does not change
from spoken language to spoken language, and that's body language. It's
easy enough to learn hand signals, but this is something much more
subtle and satisfying. Once you learn your Owners body language, you
can see things that no one else can. If you ever owned a dog, and were
upset, but tried to be or look happy, the dog knew your true feelings.
Pups are allowed spontaneous shows of affection. Don't be afraid to
lick a nose. This is the first step. The second, which may be the
hardest, is the most pleasurable.
Dogs work off instinct, training, and their surroundings. It is in
reality a very simple life. Human lives are very complicated. In human
pups, the ability to such shut ones brain off and work off instinct is
a Zen-like, very relaxing, and another form of meditation. If the pup
is lucky enough to have a Handler or Owner, they too can find it
relaxing to play with the pup. The ability to do go on instinct, even
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if just for a bounce in a dog pile, is aided by having a Handler (or an
Owner). A stray in a dog pile is usually either scared of his own
shadow, or very aggressive. A Handler is a source of safety. They are
protectors just like in a real dog run. They socialize with other
Owners, and keep an eye on their pup to make sure he behaves and the
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pups, the ability to such shut ones brain off and work off instinct is
a Zen-like, very relaxing, and another form of meditation. If the pup
is lucky enough to have a Handler or Owner, they too can find it
relaxing to play with the pup. The ability to do go on instinct, even
if just for a bounce in a dog pile, is aided by having a Handler (or an
Owner). A stray in a dog pile is usually either scared of his own
shadow, or very aggressive. A Handler is a source of safety. They are
protectors just like in a real dog run. They socialize with other
Owners, and keep an eye on their pup to make sure he behaves and the
other pups do not get too aggressive with his pup.
It is a great pleasure for me, to be able to shut my brain off, and
for that moment in time, forget all my issues. Being a pup in the
privacy of the home with my Owner stops my mind from racing. This is
not easy to do and takes some time and to practice. Each pup will find
his own trigger for this headspace. My signal to go into dog mode is
when I have padded fist mitts locked on my wrists. To me the locks are
important, and help put my brain in pup mode. This tells me that I have
no decisions to make, as all decisions are now my Owners. I play, eat,
and sleep like a dog (and yes watch television).
There is no speaking at this point, but a language does get
developed with a pup's handler, all in dog speak. As anyone who has
owned a dog can tell you, there is a language that develops that the
human can understand. My safe words are also dog based.
My being a pup is ingrained in my soul, and it is my autopilot.
Even in times of distress, for instance a panic attack, dog speak is my
last level of communication before I totally shut down and can't talk.
Sometimes to achieving this Zen space, requires training. I will admit
that the first few times I did pup play, in public and private, it felt
silly and I was self-conscious. That will go away with time. With the
right handler, one that is willing to interact and protect the pup from
people who don't understand, that will go away with time. I myself
never really knew about it until I got the right Owner. My Owner at the
time said he could actually see me relax when in pup mode. It is a
really easy way for a Sir to help his pup to unwind, almost a passive
way of control. A Sir can go about his business, and the pup trained
properly, goes about his (eating, drinking, sleeping, and barking at
squirrels). As I have said earlier, this is not a guideline for other
pups, just an example of what it's like to be me.
Each pup has his own distinct personality, and should not be cookie
cutter product of some book or set of slave protocols that are meant
for bipeds or written by bipeds.
Public pup play comes in many
forms. Play can be as simple as just barking at other dogs, four-legged
and two-legged, chasing squirrels, or going out in full gear and in pup
mode. The latter really does require knee pads and fist mitts to
protect the dog's limbs, especially the fingers. There is really
nothing wrong if the situation gets too crowded to be on your hind
legs. First rule of any scene is safety, and getting broken fingers is
not fun.
Puppy piles, or pup runs, can get rough. Some loose the aspect of
puppy play, and sometimes it is just invaded by wanna-be's who confuse
it for a wrestling match and are out to prove a point. In pup play
there is usually an alpha or two. An alpha, once he gains position of
being a top dog or the leader of that pack at that time, will stop
being aggressive. The wanna-be alphas do not understand this and
usually keep up the aggression.
I am a gay male pup. Pup play is borderline sexual, we lick, sniff,
wrestle, and paw each other. I personally will not partake in a puppy
pile that involves women. If I wanted to sniff a women's butt or have
her sniff mine, I would be straight. I personally am tired of all this
pansexual play. I am a gay male, not bisexual, not straight, and do not
nor will not make apologies for this. I find it very rude and selfish
that I am supposed to accept this. Gay men are still very ostracized
for being gay, and the gay subsets, such as leather, role-play, and
drag even more so. Gay pups should not feel bad for taking this stand.
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Now, lets all go chase squirrels
nipper
08-04-2006
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nor will not make apologies for this. I find it very rude and selfish
that I am supposed to accept this. Gay men are still very ostracized
for being gay, and the gay subsets, such as leather, role-play, and
drag even more so. Gay pups should not feel bad for taking this stand.
Now, lets all go chase squirrels
nipper
08-04-2006
08-06-2007

March Event?
I am looking for suggestions in regards to a March event. I know that there are several
things happening in March already, however I would like to hold some sort of event still.
You can post your ideas here for others to comment on, or you can email me directly
(through the contact us link at the top of the page) and I will post your suggestions
anonymously.
I would really like to be able to get a Mosh Pit together, but that means having the
space to do so. I have the mats, and am more than willing to help out, I just don't have
the space yet!
Things to not in regards to scheduling: pup mohawk and I will be at "Taste of Leather" in
Tucson on March 14-16. I will be holding a fund raiser at the Cellblock on March 22. Most
of my remaining plans for the month of march can be worked around. Please let me
know what you want to do!

Event Suggestion
Something that might be fun, that I just thought of after I posted this, is a
picnic in the park. We could all bring pot luck picnic stuff, and just hang out
in the park. Some food for thought.
Mr. Cellblock Phoenix Leather 2008
A-PAH Owner
Submitted by Kenneth on Mon, 03/03/2008 - 2:16pm.
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